Integrating databases and expert systems for the analysis of brain structures: connections, similarities, and homologies.
The NeuroHomology Database system (NHDB) combines databases related to brain structures from different species with different knowledge management systems (KMSs) for systematization, evaluation and processing neurobiological data. Special attention is assessment of similarity of data from different species as a basis for exploring neural homologies. NHDB includes modules that handle brain structure and connectivity data, as well as inference engines for evaluation of the stored neurobiological information. The spatial inference engine evaluates the possible topological relations between cortical structures in different neuroanatomical atlases. The connectivity inference engine evaluates the reliability of information pertaining to fiber tracts as those are reflected in the literature. The inference engine for translation of neuroanatomical connections in different atlases evaluates the probability of existence of connections of interest in different parcellation schemes. Finally, the similarity inference engine calculates the overall degree of similarity of pairs of brain structures from different species by taking into account a set of eight criteria. We present examples of search for information in NHDB system, inferences of relations between cortical structures from equivalent neuroanatomical atlases, reconstruction of functional networks of brain structures from data collated from the literature, translation of connectivity matrices in equivalent parcellation schemes, and evaluations of similarities of brain structures from humans, macaques and rats.